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Famed Pianist ELEW Brings Unique Rock-Jazz Music to Houston Luxury Hotel 

Eric Lewis, better known as ELEW, has made a name for himself by taking contemporary music and recreating them in 
jazz arrangements for piano. The Renaissance Houston Greenway Plaza hotel welcomes him to Edloe’s Lounge. 

Houston, TX – Eric Lewis was not satisfied to be labeled a “jazz musician.” Instead, he elected to create his own 
genre-bending style, which he refers to as rock-jazz. This innovative style takes popular songs and transposes 
them onto the piano, while either adding or preserving traditional jazz elements. This unique take on 
contemporary music has garnered attention from the likes of the White House—particularly Michelle Obama—
vocalist Josh Groban and many others.  

Now, guests staying at the Renaissance Houston Greenway Plaza Hotel have a 
chance to see this rising star at the hotel’s Edloe’s Lounge. ELEW will perform his 
unique rock-jazz music on May 14, after he opens for Josh Groban’s “Straight To 
You” tour. This hotel in Houston, TX is proud to welcome such a pioneer of jazz 
music to its lounge. The Edloe’s Lounge offers guests a chance to relax and savor 
the music while sipping on delicious cocktails and sampling flavorful morsels. The 
intimate setting coupled with some of the most groundbreaking jazz arrangements 
should make for a memorable evening. 

After the performance, attendees can retire to luxurious guest rooms at the 
Renaissance Houston Greenway Plaza Hotel. This AAA four-diamond hotel features 
382 hotel rooms and six suites conveniently located near the Galleria Mall and Rice 
University. Walk-in closets, work spaces and comfortable Revive bedding 
complement the room’s warm tones. For more information about this Houston 

luxury hotel, visit the hotel’s website. 

About the Renaissance Houston Greenway Plaza Hotel 

A full-service property that hosts an impressive array of features including two restaurants, a Starbucks, 26,215 
square feet of elegant event space and a bevy of A-list shopping and recreation all under one roof, the 
Renaissance Houston Greenway Plaza sets a new standard for luxury hotels in Houston. This AAA Four-Diamond, 
ENERGY STAR® labeled Midtown Houston hotel in the Museum and West University District features 382 rooms 
and 6 suites on 20 floors, and three concierge levels. To learn more about the Renaissance Houston Greenway 
Plaza Hotel, visit http://www.marriott.com/HOUBR. 
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